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Zanhuang Li was famous family in the Yang dynasty. Li qiyun,Li jifu and Li 
deyu were born in the west part of the family. But, as a traditional family ,the studies 
done about Li qiyun, Li jifu by posterities were far insufficient and there being much 
space for exploring. The thesis is textual research about the lifetimes of  Li qiyun 
and Li jifu ,but there are still some questions unsolved, owing to my inadequate 
scholar abilities and the absent historic files. Anyway, attributing to the three 
generations of Li were famous for the politics and  works. There were not many 
works of Li qiyun and Li jifu , but we can still know their lifetimes on the whole. 
This paper consists of four parts: 
Chapter 1 is mainly about the early lifetime of Li qiyun, who moved to 
Wei ,studied and become as a official figure,form AD719 to 760.  
Chapter 2 is mainly about the official behaves of Li qiyun ,formAD761to776, 
inording to research his effect to his son and grandson . 
Chapter 3is just about the early official careers experience of Li jifu, formAD777 
to806 
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